
The Parent Trap
Seeing double? Join me for a double feature of

The Parent Trap
When: Where:

The SoundtrackThe Soundtrack
1. L-O-V-E by Nat King Cole
2. Do You Believe in Magic? by The Lovin' Spoonful
3. There She Goes by The La's
4. Top of the World by Shonen Knife
5. Here Comes the Sun by The Beatles
6. I Love You For Sentimental Reasons by Linda Ronstadt
7. Soulful Strut by Eugene Record
8. Bad to the Bone by George Thorogood
9. This Will Be (An Everlasting Love) by Natalie Cole
10. Groovin' by Eddie and David Brigati
11. Let's Get Together by Hayley Mills
12. The Parent Trap by Annette Funicello
13. For Now for Always by Maureen O'Hara
14. Cobbler Cobbler by Hayley Mills



DoubleDouble
FeatureFeatureThe Game

The goal is to finish the game with the least amount of points. Roll the die. Add 
the roll to your total amount of points UNLESS you roll a two. If you roll a two, pick a question and read it 
aloud to your opponent. Write down your answers on a piece of paper. If you each write the same answer, 

deduct two points from your total. Whoever finishes with the least points after the cards are gone wins.

Which movie had the better cast?

Who played the lead role better?

Which director was more creative?

What was your favorite scene?

Name the biggest difference between the movies.

Name the biggest similarity between the movies.

If the first movie had to win an Oscar, which would it win?

If the second movie had to win an Oscar, which would it win?

Which movie did you like better?

Which soundtrack was better?What character did you relate to most?

Which character had the best style?

Who was the worst actor?

What was the strangest moment of either movie?

Name the best line from either movie.

What character would you take the place of?

What annoyed you most?

Should this franchise continue?

What was the most touching scene, if any?

Who was your favorite character?Who was your least favorite character?

What would you have changed about the newer movie?

Name one joke that gets repeated in 
both movies.


